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E-Spain
N-IV (CH. 558+500 – CH. 566+500, Seville)

The information provided in this Case Study has been provided by DGT.
The N-IV road was originally a single carriageway road which connected Madrid (CH. 0+000) and Cadiz in the south
of Spain (CH. 680+000). Today, most of the road is dual carriageway and is named A-4 highway. The road authority
is “Ministerio de Transportes, Movilidad y Agenda Urbana”, part of the Spanish National Government.
The case study involves the upgrading of
a remaining single carriageway section
to dual on the N-IV road between CH.
558+500 and CH. 566+500. This road
stretch is one of the last undivided
stretches, starting at interchange with
AP-4 near Dos Hermanas city and ending
at the interchange with Los Palacios city
access. The Annual Average Daily Traffic
(AADT) of this road stretch is around
21,000 vehicles per day.
Figure 1 shows the location of N-IV
CH.558+500 – CH.566+500 road
stretch.
The N-IV network upgrading will provide
a dual carriageway N-IV, necessary
because this stretch has high AADT and
high number of crashes which have been
recorded in the last decade (20 fatalities,
28 serious injuries and 137 slight injuries
between 2009 and 2019).
Figure 1. Location of N-IV road case study
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Assessment of Crash Data

Road crash and injury data have been analysed
for the years 2009-2019 and are shown in Figure
2.
The overtaking crashes are one of the most
common crashes along this section (around 30%
of all injury crashes) and also are the crash type
that has recorded more fatalities along the period
(10 out of 20 fatalities). They therefore have a
disproportionately high severity.

Figure 2. Crash and injury severity history: N-IV CH. 558+000 - CH. 566+500

New Road Design
The project has the following road characteristics:
- The roadworks is being carried out along 8.4 km road stretch.
- The divided highway will have two lanes in each direction (3.5
m lane width), 2.5 m.-wide outer shoulders and 1 m.-wide inner
shoulders.
- The lanes for each direction will be divided by a 2-metre-wide
median, which will have a metal safety barrier in most part of the
section.
- Service roads and interchanges (grade separated) will be built
along both sides of highway because the current road is crossed by
several property accesses and other roads.
Figure 4. N-IV CH. 559+000 (2019)

At the present time (2020), the roadworks on the N-IV are being
carried out as it can be seen in Figures 3-5.
Figure 4. N-IV CH. 560+000 (2019)

Figure 3. N-IV CH. 559+000 (2019)

Figure 5. N-IV CH. 561+000 (2019)
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Detailed Road Assessment

The case study provides a Star Rating of an
8km section within the iRAP ViDA software
platform before and after network upgrading
implementation.
Before the network upgrading, the 8km road
stretch has one lane in each direction and
an at-grade intersection. Figure 6 shows the
Hawkeye interface at N-IV – the N-IV road had
been coded in a previous project and the results
already stored on the iRAP software platform
ViDA. The SRS and Star Rating results between
CH. 558+000 – CH. 566+500 were therefore
available for the “before” situation.

Table 1. Star Rating Score: N-IV CH.558+000 - CH.566+500 (Before network upgrading)

This results of that Star Rating shows 2-stars
for vehicle occupants in the before period and
either 2 or 1 star for motorcycle users along the
undivided road. Bicyclist provision rated only
1-star and pedestrians were not rated.

Figure 6. N-IV CH. 563+200 coding detail in Hawkeye (Before network upgrading)
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Figure 7 presents the Star Rating for vehicle
occupants.

After network upgrading, the road stretch will
have two lanes in each direction which will be
divided by physical median. Road junctions will
be grade-separated.
The future situation is analysed by Star Rating
for Designs (SR4D) which is a ViDA tool. Figures
8-10 show the SR4D interface for the aerial
view and the relevant coding detail at N-IV CH.
563+200 (Dos Hermanas to Villafranca) and N-IV
CH. 564+800 (Villafranca to Dos Hermanas).
The project detail shows the N-IV CH. 563+200
coding detail and a roadworks photo is for the
N-IV CH. 564+800 coding detail.

Figure 8. N-IV CH.558+000 - CH.566+500 aerial view in SR4D (After network upgrading)

Figure 7. Star Rating for vehicle occupants (Before
network upgrading)

Figure 9. N-IV CH.563+200 coding detail in SR4D app (After network upgrading)
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Table 2 presents the Star Rating for both
carriageways (one in each direction) of the
new infrastructure (17.3 km in total). This
Star Rating shows the new road as 4-stars for
vehicle occupant and 3-star for motorcycles
along the undivided road. This situation shows
good infrastructure condition according to iRAP
methodology. Pedestrians and bicyclists have
not been rated.
Figure 11 shows the Star Rating for vehicle
occupants.
The safety built in to the road infrastructure will
be increased by network upgrading as can be
seen in the simulation carried out by Star Rating
for Designs (SR4D app). The road infrastructure
will have a good road infrastructure safety rating
(4-stars) according to iRAP methodology for
vehicle occupants compared with the current
2-stars.

Figure 10. N-IV CH.564+800 coding detail in SR4D app (After network upgrading)

Table 2. Star Rating Score: N-IV CH. 558+000 - CH. 566+500 (After network upgrading)

The network upgrading also can reduce the number of crashes, although the speed limit
will be increased. The presence of a physical median will eliminate the overtaking crashes
which were among the most severe crashes along this road stretch.

Figure 11. Star Rating for vehicle occupants
(After network upgrading)
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Conclusions

In this case study, the Star Rating for Designs process is used to
illustrate how the safety performance of part of a network can be
assessed when countermeasures are proposed at the design stage.
It is also shown that it is not mandatory to rely upon crash data to
demonstrate a potential safety improvement.

In addition, it is concluded that Star Rating for Designs strengthens
the road safety audit process, complementing it with an objective and
repeatable quantification of road user risk (without the need for a high
level of experience) and supports the wider potential of Star Ratings as
a safety performance metric.

The SR4D carried out will improve the road safety rating substantially
and the Star Ratings will be increased by at least two stars for car
occupants and for bicyclists. Thus, the proposed countermeasures for
the road section under design are considered very effective.

Therefore, any suitably trained engineer or road safety practitioner is
able to carry out a design Star Rating, ensuring improved safety at the
design phase of new-road builds worldwide and maximized safety in
road infrastructure investment.

